Slow room
This small school playground designed by Martand Khosla, introduces the idea
of flexibility as a potent tool for finely calibrating childrens' imaginations and
providing a spatial device for physical play and narrative freedom

The doorway acts as a
physical and conceptual
entrypoint into the imaginary
domestic space of the
playground; it encourages
the establishment of an axis
around which the children
can use to build new and
varying stories

For without any doubt,play is a space with an action and an
influence of its own, one that opens up only once the small-minded
bureaucraticquery of the parent, teacher or doctor "Didyou make
that up or did youfind it in the world?"has been banished ...
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Relating the idea of play t o the state of childhood is perhaps the
first impulse in an adult mind, and yet, the conception of play,
in childhood and outside of it, remains one of the great aspects
of human culture, and one of the few activities where the
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suspension of disbelief enables faith in long-distant futures
It was in response to a competition for a peace park in Israel
that Martand Khosla first began investigating the use of
kinetics for a conventionally staticparti. In using the idea of
the motion of ships' sails to register air currents for a public
park, a conceptual exploration slowly began which carried
forward into a commission for a global design project called
Playgrounds &Toys. This was spearheaded by Art for the Wc
to commemorate the fiftieth Anniversary of the U N High
Commissioner for Refugees. Working with a Delhi-based NG
Deepalaya Foundation,Romi Khosla Design Studio began de
and construction work on the playground for their school in
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Haryana which they called 'Slow Room'.
xtraordinary aspects of childhood is the great
imagining space (understood here as an
ral category), not just in terms of its materials and
ut also equally in its spatial qualities. Using this as
for visualising the playground, RKDS began a simple
atic overlay on the 150 square metres of tabula rasa
build the playground forthis school for childrenfrom
eged homes.The studio approachedthe problem
e planning principle of a traditional village house,
the processional arrangement from the outside to the
based upon ideas of varying privacy, which defines its

formal layout. Markingthe plot with a diagonal band of concrete
and maintaining a constant width while introducing a shifting
register of heights, the architecture develops around this axis,
visual and spatial.
A route is impliedwith aconventional doorwayfor'entry'but
the immediate environment beyond this threshold is one rather
like agrid with multiple possibilitiesfor configuration.This
is achieved by introducing flexibility at two important levels,
one at the architectonic level, with a number of pivoting panels
allowing for varying spatial configurations, and the other at the
level ofthe user-child's imagination, where each layout contains
the possibility of a new spatial story. The panels are located in a

